PROPOSITION 68
GRANT GUIDELINES


ELIGIBLE APPLICANTS
- Government agencies
  - Federal, state, local, and special districts
- Federally-recognized tribes
- 501(c)(3) nonprofit organizations
  - Purposes consistent with Division 21 of the Public Resources Code

PURPOSE OF PROP 68 FUNDING
- Creation of parks
- Outdoor access
- Climate adaptation
- Enhancing river parkways
- Lower cost coastal accommodations
- Protecting coastal forests and wetlands

PROP 68 PROJECT PRIORITIES
Multi-benefit projects funded by the Coastal Conservancy will advance a number of goals and objectives along the California coast, San Francisco Bay, and coastal watersheds to include:
- Expansion of outdoor public access
- Protection and improvement of natural resources
- Production and revitalization of working lands
- Increased climate resiliency

PROPOSAL SUBMISSION & GRANT AWARDS
- Request for Proposals (RFP) will be posted on the Conservancy’s website and updated periodically.
- Pre-proposal applications will be accepted on a rolling basis.
- No established minimum or maximum grant amounts.
- Size of awards will be based on project needs, benefits, and competing demands for existing funding.

REGIONAL CONTACTS
North Coast:
- Karyn Gear, karyn.gear@scc.ca.gov, 510-286-4171
San Francisco Bay Area:
- Moira McEnespy, moira.mcenespy@scc.ca.gov, 510-286-0317
Central Coast:
- Trish Chapman, trish.chapman@scc.ca.gov, 510-286-0749
South Coast:
- Megan Cooper, megan.cooper@scc.ca.gov, 510-286-4172

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Learn more about Prop 68 and access guidelines:
https://scurrences.ca.gov/grants/proposition-68-grants/

Learn more about the Coastal Conservancy’s grant applications:
https://scources.ca.gov/grants/grant-application/

Find grant opportunities relevant to you:
http://grants.ca.gov/